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The BDNF mimetic compound 7,8-dihydroxyflavone (7,8-DHF), a potent small molecular TrkB agonist, displays prominent therapeutic efficacy against Alzheimer’s disease (AD). However, 7,8-DHF has only modest oral bioavailability and a moderate pharmacokinetic (PK) profile. To alleviate these preclinical obstacles, we used a prodrug strategy for elevating 7,8-DHF oral bioavailability and brain exposure, and found that the optimal prodrug R13 has favorable properties and dose-dependently reverses the cognitive defects in an AD mouse model. We synthesized a large number of 7,8-DHF derivatives via ester or carbamate group modification on the catechol ring in the parent compound. Using in vitro absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion assays, combined with in vivo PK studies, we identified a prodrug, R13, that prom- inently up-regulates 7,8-DHF PK profiles. Chronic oral administration of R13 activated TrkB signaling and prevented Aβ deposition in 5XFAD AD mice, inhibiting the pathological cleavage of APP and Tau by AEP. Moreover, R13 inhibited the loss of hippocampal syn- apses and ameliorated memory deficits in a dose-dependent man- ner. These results suggest that the prodrug R13 is an optimal therapeutic agent for treating AD.
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Alzheimer’s disease (AD), the leading cause of dementia worldwide, is characterized by accumulation of β-amyloid peptide (Aβ) within the brain, along with hyperphosphorylated and cleaved forms of the microtubule-associated protein Tau. At present, drugs used for the treatment of AD only slightly delay the inevitable symptomatic progression of the disease and do not affect the main neuropathological hallmarks of the disease, i.e., senile plaques and neurofibrillary tangles. Reduced acetylcholine neurotransmission due to loss of neurons in the basal forebrain and depletion of choline acetyltransferase is observed in AD pathology (1).

Currently, there are two types of medications to treat AD: cholinesterase inhibitors and N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR) antagonists. The first category of inhibitors blocks the activity of acetylcholinesterase, thereby increasing acetylcholine levels in the CNS to restore cognitive functions. The second category inhibits overactivation of NMDA-induced glutamate excitotoxicity. These drugs can only partially alleviate the symptoms of AD (2).

The amyloid hypothesis has historically dominated the proposed pathology of AD. However, over the last decade, efforts to target the traditional pathways have been consistently ineffective (3). Therefore, it is of urgent need to develop more potent agents to manage cognitive impairment and disease-modifying agents that prevent or delay the onset of AD.

Neurotrophins are growth factors that regulate neuronal development, differentiation, and survival. Neurotrophins consist of four related proteins: nerve growth factor (NGF), brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), neurotrophin-3 (NT-3), and neurotrophin-4 (NT-4/5). Neurotrophins exert the trophic effects via the cognate Trk receptors. It has been well documented that BDNF expression is reduced in the brains of patients with AD (4).

BDNF exerts a protective role against AD pathogenesis, and has been shown to increase learning and memory in demented animals (5). BDNF gene delivery has been reported as a novel potential therapy in diverse models related to AD (6). Thus, the preclinical evidence strongly supports that BDNF might be useful as a therapeutic agent for a variety of neurologic disorders. The outcomes of several clinical trials using recombinant BDNF are disappointing, however. Presumably, this is due to poor delivery and the short in vivo half-life of BDNF.

To search for TrkB receptor agonists to mimic BDNF, we used cell-based screening. We found that 7,8-dihydroxyflavone (7,8-DHF) specifically binds to the TrkB receptor extracellular domain and acts as a selective TrkB agonist, which mimics the physiological actions of BDNF (7). Remarkably, systemic administration of 7,8-DHF can activate TrkB receptors in brains and induce BDNF-like behavioral phenotypes, such as enhanced learning and memory, and antidepressant-like effects in rodents in a TrkB-dependent manner (8–10). Recently, several independent studies have shown that 7,8-DHF rescues memory deficits in different AD animal models, restoring deficient TrkB signaling without affecting endogenous BDNF levels. Interestingly, 7,8-DHF represses BACE1 expression and lowers levels of Aβ40 and Aβ42. Strikingly, it improves spatial memory and increases thin spine density in a mouse model of AD-like neuronal loss. Therefore, 7,8-DHF represents a novel oral bioactive therapeutic agent for treating AD (11–14). Taken together, these studies indicate that 7,8-DHF displays prominent therapeutic efficacy toward AD through its action as a TrkB receptor agonist.

Dozens of independent studies have shown that 7,8-DHF mimics the physiological actions of BDNF in numerous animal models (15–17), and chronic treatment with 7,8-DHF has demonstrated no detectable toxicity (10). Remarkably, 7,8-DHF
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In this study, we used a prodrug strategy to improve the druggability of 7,8-DHF, which mimics the physiological actions of BDNF in a variety of animal models but with modest oral bioavailability, by improving its PK profiles. In 5XFAD mouse model, we demonstrate that the optimal prodrug R13 increases the half-life, oral bioavailability, and brain exposure of 7,8-DHF. Most importantly, R13 robustly displays promising therapeutic efficacy by strongly activating TrkB and repressing AEP, which plays a crucial role in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease (AD), leading to elimination of senile plaques in the AD mouse brain.

Author contributions: C.C., X.L., and K.Y. designed research; C.C. and Z.W. performed cell-based screening. We found that 7,8-dihydroxyflavone (7,8-DHF) specifically binds to the TrkB receptor extracellular domain and acts as a selective TrkB agonist, which mimics the physiological actions of BDNF (7). Remarkably, systemic administration of 7,8-DHF can activate TrkB receptors in brains and induce BDNF-like behavioral phenotypes, such as enhanced learning and memory, and antidepressant-like effects in rodents in a TrkB-dependent manner (8–10). Recently, several independent studies have shown that 7,8-DHF rescues memory deficits in different AD animal models, restoring deficient TrkB signaling without affecting endogenous BDNF levels. Interestingly, 7,8-DHF represses BACE1 expression and lowers levels of Aβ40 and Aβ42. Strikingly, it improves spatial memory and increases thin spine density in a mouse model of AD-like neuronal loss. Therefore, 7,8-DHF represents a novel oral bioactive therapeutic agent for treating AD (11–14). Taken together, these studies indicate that 7,8-DHF displays prominent therapeutic efficacy toward AD through its action as a TrkB receptor agonist.

Dozens of independent studies have shown that 7,8-DHF mimics the physiological actions of BDNF in numerous animal models (15–17), and chronic treatment with 7,8-DHF has demonstrated no detectable toxicity (10). Remarkably, 7,8-DHF
penetrates the blood-brain barrier (BBB) and is orally bioactive (18). A structure-activity relationship study showed that the catechol moiety in 7,8-DHF is critical for its agonistic effect (10), and that this compound has suboptimal oral bioavailability and brain exposure (18). Taken together, these findings support that 7,8-DHF is efficacious and safe for treating AD chronically and orally.

Given 7,8-DHF’s favorable safety and remarkable efficacy in treating various neurologic diseases, including AD, we believe that the prodrug strategy to improve its oral bioavailability and exposure in circulation system should be an ideal approach. Our metabolism study showed that the catechol group is extensively conjugated by glucuronidation, sulfation, and methylation in the liver, leading to the poor oral bioavailability (18). In the present study, we synthesized dozens of derivatives to modify the catechol group; monitored the prodrugs’ intestine microsomal stability, liver microsomal stability, and plasma stability; and examined some of the favorable compounds’ chemical stability and Caco-2 permeability. We found that prodrug R13 exhibited good absorption and was readily hydrolyzed into 7,8-DHF in liver microsomes. Notably, R13 has a very long half-life, and it improves 7,8-DHF’s oral bioavailability from 4.6% to ~10.5%. The plasma concentration and brain exposure are also significantly enhanced. In a 5xFAD mice strain, chronic oral administration of R13 alleviated Aβ deposition, attenuated the loss of hippocampal synapse, and ameliorated memory deficits in a dose-dependent manner. These exciting data provide a groundwork for moving this prodrug into clinical trials.

**Results**

**Synthesizing Prodrugs of 7,8-Dihydroxyflavone via Medicinal Chemistry.** 7,8-DHF is orally bioactive and penetrates the BBB (18). Previous studies have shown that 7,8-DHF is safe for chronic treatment and efficacious for treating AD, at least in animal models (11–13). Thus, this compound itself is good enough for preclinical investigation. Its oral bioavailability is not optimal, however. The catechol group makes 7,8-DHF and its lead compounds labile for fast metabolism, including glucuronidation, sulfation, methylation, and so on (18). Since the catechol group is essential for the pharmacophore, we wished to use a prodrug strategy to elevate the bioavailability. To do so, we synthesized numerous esters or carbamates by changing the hydroxy groups on the catechol ring in 7,8-DHF (Fig. S1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1). The detailed synthetic routes and characterization of derivatives are described in Materials and Methods.

**Identifying the Optimal Prodrug with Appropriate in Vitro PK Profiles.** To identify the ideal prodrug, we used the strategy outlined in Fig. 1A. The compounds should be stable in both aqueous solution and at room temperature for a long shelf life. Moreover, the optimal derivatives should be stable in intestinal microsomes during absorption, but can be hydrolyzed in liver microsomes or plasma into 7,8-DHF. In addition, the prodrugs should exhibit favorable Caco-2 permeability to allow prominent absorption. The derivatives meeting these standards will be subjected to an in vivo PK study in mice, and 7,8-DHF brain exposure will be determined after oral administration of the prodrug.

On intestinal microsome, liver microsome, and plasma stability screening, among the 20 synthetic derivatives, only R5, R7, R13, R16, R17, and R18 were relatively stable in intestinal microsomes and hydrolyzable in both liver microsomes and plasma. Unfortunately, R7 barely yielded free 7,8-DHF in human liver microsomes, and R16 or R17 failed to release any detectable 7,8-DHF, indicating that these two compounds have different hydrolytic chemistries (SI Appendix, Tables S1–S3). Although R18 was relatively stable under both conditions and was also hydrolyzed into 7,8-DHF, its Caco-2 permeability (Rc of 61.6) was very poor (SI Appendix, Tables S4 and S5). Taken together, the in vitro screening assays support R13 as the sole appropriate candidate for further investigation.

**In Vivo PK and Brain Exposure of R13.** We tested the in vivo PK/BBB profiles of 7,8-DHF and R13 after dosing R13 in six mice. Three animals in group 1 were dosed orally with 7,8-DHF at 50 mg/kg, and three animals in group 2 were dosed orally with R13 at 36 mg/kg. Blood samples were collected from all animals up to 8 h after dosing. Concentrations of 7,8-DHF in the plasma samples were determined using LC-MS/MS. Pharmacokinetic analysis was performed using a noncompartmental method. Following a single oral administration of R13 at a dose of 36 mg/kg, the mean Cmax and Tmax values for 7,8-DHF were 129 ng/mL and 30 min, respectively, and the mean area under the curve (AUC) (0–t) value was 11,880 min ng/mL. The mean value of oral bioavailability for R13 was 10.5% (SI Appendix, Table S6). Notably, 7,8-DHF T1/2 released from R13 was 219.6 min versus 134 min by parent compound, indicating the prodrug can sustainably release 7,8-DHF in the circulation system.

For BBB study, plasma samples and the brains were collected from three animals at each designated postdose time point (3, 10, and 30 min and 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 h). Concentrations of 7,8-DHF and R13 in the plasma samples and brain were determined by LC-MS/MS. The concentration ratio of brain/plasma was calculated, and PK analysis was performed using a noncompartmental method. Following a single oral administration of R13 at a dose of 72.5 mg/kg, the mean Cmax and Tmax values for 7,8-DHF were 56 ng/mL and 2 h, respectively, in plasma samples, and 46 ng/mL and 4 h, respectively, in brain samples. In vivo BBB study showed that 7,8-DHF plasma concentrations from prodrug R13 were higher than those from the parent compound (50 mg/kg) on oral administration. Strikingly, 7,8-DHF was detectable in the plasma even at 8 h, indicating the prodrug can sustainably release 7,8-DHF in the circulation system. Notably, the 7,8-DHF concentration from R13 in the brain was >5 ng/g even after 240 min (Fig. 2 A–C). Overall, this compound has the favorable druggable properties. Of note, R13 readily hydrolyzes into an intermediate T1 under neutral pH, before 7,8-DHF is finally released in vitro, although R13 is very stable under pH 1.2 (Fig. 2D). Accordingly, we monitored T1 concentrations in both the plasma and brain on oral administration of different doses of R13. As expected, T1 was significantly elevated in the plasma, but not in the brain, in a dose-dependent manner at 2 h. Its concentrations were much higher than those of 7,8-DHF, supporting the concept that R13 is hydrolyzed into T1 first before it is finally decayed into 7,8-DHF in vivo, in alignment with in vitro observations (Fig. 2E).

**Oral Administration of R13 Activates TrkB and Downstream Signaling Pathways in Mouse Brain.** Given the molecular weights of R13 and 7,8-DHF of 368 and 254, respectively, 7.25, 21.8, and 43.6 mg/kg of R13 are equivalent to 5, 15, and 30 mg/kg of 7,8-DHF,
and B7,8-DHF concentrations in brain and plasma after oral administration.
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Even at 8 h points, three mice/group were killed, and serum and brain samples were collected. 7,8-DHF was quantitatively analyzed by LC-MS/MS. Even at 8 h after oral administration, >19 ng/mL of 7,8-DHF was detected in the plasma. 7,8-DHF >8 ng/g was detected in mouse brains at 2 h and persisted for >4 h.

(C) Six 5XFAD mice were given 7.25 mg/kg, 21.8 mg/kg, and 72.5 mg/kg of R13, and another six 5XFAD mice were given 7,8-DHF at 5 mg/kg, 15 mg/kg, and 50 mg/kg. After 4 h, two mice/group were killed, and serum and brain samples were collected. 7,8-DHF was quantitatively analyzed by LC-MS/MS.

(D) R13 hydrolysis route. T1 is the major intermediate released from R13 in pH 1.2–7.4 buffer, mimicking the pH change in the transition from stomach to intestine. (E) Nine mice were given R13 at doses of 21.8, 43.6, and 72.5 mg/kg. After 4 h of administration, three mice/group were killed, and serum and brains were collected. 7,8-DHF and T1 were quantitatively analyzed by LC-MS/MS.

respectively. To explore whether chronic oral administration of R13 can activate TrkB in mouse brain, we fed 5XFAD mice with R13 or vehicle starting at age 2 mo. After 3 mo of drug treatment, we monitored TrkB activation in mouse brain by immunohistochemistry (IHC) analysis with anti-phosphorylated TrkB (p-TrkB) antibody. Immunoblotting analysis revealed that the TrkB was markedly activated in R13-treated 5XFAD mice.

Quantitative analysis revealed that p-TrkB signals, but not total TrkB levels, were notably elevated on R13 treatment (Fig. 3A). As expected, TrkB receptors were more prominently phosphorylated in 5XFAD mice treated with R13 than in those treated with vehicle control, as were the downstream AKT and ERK/MAPK pathways. The signals were up-regulated in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 3A). This result was also confirmed in the hippocampus in R13-treated 5XFAD mice by IHC staining with anti-p-TrkB Y816 (Fig. 3B).

Given that 7,8-DHF can pass the BBB, these results indicate that chronic oral administration of R13 activates TrkB receptor and its downstream signaling pathways in the brain. At the 21.8 mg/kg dose, R13 robustly provoked TrkB activation in the hippocampus.

Chronic Oral Administration of R13 Prevents Synaptic Loss in 5XFAD Mice. Synaptic loss is believed to be the basis of cognitive impairment in the early phases of AD (19). In 5XFAD model, significant synaptic loss and behavior deficit are detected at 5 mo old, when there is no detectable neuronal loss (20). We first assessed the density of dendritic spines along individual dendrites of pyramidal neurons by Golgi staining. The density of dendritic spines was markedly decreased in the 5XFAD mice model compared with nontransgenic mice. Interestingly, the decreased spine density was noticeably rescued by R13 treatment (Fig. 4A and B). Since one dendritic spine can form more than one synapse, we directly quantified the densities of synapses in the CA1 area in the 5XFAD mouse brains by EM. 5XFAD mice showed a significant reduction in synaptic density. R13 treatment significantly reversed the loss of synaptic density in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 4C and D). We further confirmed...
these findings by immunoblotting using presynaptic markers (synaptotagmin) and postsynaptic markers (GluR1, PSD95, and spinophilin). 5XFAD mice displayed a considerable decrease in these synaptic markers, indicating synaptic degeneration (12). R13 treatment reversed the reduction of synaptic markers (Fig. 4E). Electrophysiology analysis demonstrated that R13 increased long-term potentiation in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 4F), in agreement with the findings of augmentation of synapses by R13. These results suggest that activation of the TrkB receptor by R13 inhibits the loss of synapses in 5XFAD mice and improves synaptic plasticity.

**R13 Alleviates Aβ Deposition and Rescues Memory Deficits in 5XFAD Mice.** We further tested the deposition of Aβ by IHC with anti-Aβ antibody. The dose-dependent Aβ deposition in both brain regions was significantly lower in the R13-treated group than in the control group (Fig. 5 A–C). We further detected the effect of R13 treatment on senile plaque formation by thioflavin-S staining. 5XFAD mice showed evident plaque deposition in both the cortex and the hippocampus at age 5 mo. Strikingly, the number of plaques and plaque area fraction were significantly decreased in both areas in R13-treated mice compared with vehicle control-treated mice (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 A–C). To verify whether R13 inhibits the production of Aβ, the concentrations of total Aβ42 and Aβ40 were quantitatively determined by ELISA. Interestingly, Aβ40 concentrations in 5XFAD mice brain were decreased by R13 at all doses tested, and although Aβ42 concentrations displayed a trend toward reduction with R13, the differences were not statistically significant (Fig. 5 D and E). Thus, these results suggest that chronic oral R13 administration may prevent Aβ deposition and Aβ40 production.

The hippocampus-dependent spatial memory of 5XFAD mice was assessed using the Morris water maze test. The average latency (Fig. 5 F and G) and swim path length (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 D and E) for each of the five acquisition days were calculated and plotted. A two-way mixed ANOVA (group × training day) on latency revealed a main effect of training day ($P < 0.01$) and of group ($P < 0.01$), but not of interaction (Fig. 5F). The AUC of latency was greater in vehicle-treated 5XFAD mice compared with nontransgenic control mice, indicating impaired acquisition of the spatial learning task; however, the learning impairment in 5XFAD mice was attenuated by R13 treatment (Fig. 5G). A mixed two-way ANOVA on swim path distance also revealed a significant main effect of training day ($P < 0.01$) and of group ($P < 0.01$), but not of interaction (SI Appendix, Fig. S2G). The AUC of the swim path distance was greater in 5XFAD mice compared with nontransgenic control mice, and was decreased by R13 treatment (SI Appendix, Fig. S2E). The memory recall for the platform location was assessed in the probe trial when the platform was removed and the mice were allowed to search for...
60 s. Compared with nontransgenic control mice, vehicle-treated 5XFAD mice spent a significantly lower percentage of their time in the quadrant that formerly contained the hidden platform (Fig. 5H), indicating severe deficits in spatial memory recall. The 5XFAD mice treated with R13 spent a significantly higher percentage of time in the target quadrant, demonstrating rescue of spatial memory. All groups of mice displayed comparable swim speeds (SI Appendix, Fig. S2F).

R13 Inhibits AEP Activation and APP and Tau Proteolytic Cleavage in 5XFAD Mice. We recently reported that delta-secretase (AEP; asparagine endopeptidase) cleaves both APP and Tau, mediating AD pathogenesis (21, 22). To explore whether R13 affects AEP’s effect in AD pathologies, we conducted immunoblotting analyses, and found that mature and active AEP were dose-dependently decreased by R13, correlating with reductions in AEP-cleaved APP N373, APP N585, and Tau N368 truncates in 5XFAD mouse brains (Fig. 6A). To further investigate AEP proteolytic cleavage activity by AEP, we conducted immunofluorescent co- 

taining of 5XFAD brain sections with anti-APP CS55 and MAP2 antibodies. With a R13 dose increase, APP CS55 immunosignals were strongly inhibited by R13, inversely coupled with MAP2 augmentation (SI Appendix, Fig. S3A), indicating that R13 protects against neuronal loss. Furthermore, Tau N368 staining was also repressed by R13, coupled with the reduced pathological phosphorylation of Tau: AT-8 (SI Appendix, Fig. S3B). In agreement with these observations, IHC revealed that AEP expression in both hippocampus and frontal cortex was progressively attenuated by R13 when its dose was gradually escalated (Fig. 6B–D). Enzymatic assays showed that AEP activity was blocked by R13 at both 21.8 and 43.6 mg/kg (Fig. 6E). In alignment with these observations, the inflammatory factors, including IL-1β, IL-6, and TNFα, in 5XFAD mouse brains were all repressed by R13. Thus, our data strongly support that R13 increases 7,8-DHF oral bioavailability and brain exposure and activates TrkB and its downstream signal pathways, repressing AEP and blocking APP and Tau pathological fragmentation.

Discussion

In the present study, we used the prodrug strategy to improve the poor oral bioavailability of parent compound 7,8-DHF. Among the synthetic prodrugs, the carbamate prodrug R13 exhibited the most favorable in vitro and in vivo drug metabolism and PK characteristics (SI Appendix, Tables S1–S6). Thus, we examined in vivo PK and found that R13 exhibited ~10.5% oral bioavailability with a Cmax of 129 ng/mL, T1/2 of 0.5 h, and T1/2 for oral administration of 3.66 h. Of note, 7,8-DHF plasma concentrations released from R13 (oral, 36 mg/kg) were much higher than those achieved from oral administration of higher doses of parent 7,8-DHF (50 mg/kg). The oral bioavailability for 7,8-DHF increased from 4.6% with the parent compound to 10.5% with R13 (SI Appendix, Table S6). As expected, TrkB receptor and its downstream p-Akt/p-MAPK signaling are potentially activated on oral administration of R13, tightly correlating with 7,8-DHF concentrations in the brain (Fig. 3). The TrkB activation fits well with the in vivo PK data, supporting that the released 7,8-DHF from R13 prodrug triggers the long-lasting TrkB signaling in mouse brains.

5XFAD mice have been shown to develop cerebral amyloid plaques at 2 mo of age, and show memory impairment at 4–5 mo of age (23). It has also been shown that the level of mature BDNF is dramatically reduced in 5XFAD mice, beginning at 3 mo of age (11). Given the key roles of BDNF-TrkB signaling in learning and memory, we propose that prodrug R13 may protect memory decline in 5XFAD mice. We fed the 2-mo-old 5XFAD mice with R13 for 3 mo, and found marked activation of the TrkB receptor by 7,8-DHF in the dentate gyrus. The activation of TrkB downstream Akt and MAPK pathways are coupled to TrkB phosphorylation. Therefore, chronic oral administration of R13 activates BDNF-TrkB signaling in the brains of 5XFAD mice. Furthermore, our results are inconsistent with a previous report that systematic administration of 7,8-DHF triggers TrkB activation in a transgenic mice model of AD and in cognitively impaired aged rats (11, 24). Activation of TrkB is required for multiple aspects of neuronal function, including neuronal survival, morphological change of neurons, and synaptic plasticity (4, 25). TrkB signaling promotes the formation of dendritic spines (26). We observed a decrease in dendritic spine density in the hippocampus in 5XFAD mice, and found that R13 increased the spine density in apical dendrites of CA1 neurons of hippocampus. In agreement with these observations, R13 also exerted a rescue effect on the number of synapses in the CA1 area of the 5XFAD model. Furthermore, the expression of synaptic markers was also increased by R13 treatment, supporting that 7,8-DHF released from R13 has a profound protective effect on synapses in vivo.

In the 5XFAD mice model, chronic oral administration of R13 activates TrkB signaling pathways in brain, attenuates synaptic loss, and reverses Aβ deposition. Consequently, R13 rescues memory deficits in 5XFAD mice. Therefore, our results suggest that 7,8-DHF released from prodrug R13 simulates the physiological actions of BDNF and prevents the synaptic dysfunction and cognitive deficits in the AD mouse model. A chronic toxicity study of R13 in C57BL6 mice involving 12 wk of consecutive treatment with daily doses of 43.6 mg/kg also showed no toxicity (SI Appendix, Fig. S4). Thus, these studies support that R13 is safe and


